
 

Journalism Question & Answers 
 
Question 1. Where Does The Expression "op-ed" Come From And What Does It 
Mean? 
 
Answer : 
 
The op-ed page is the page directly opposite the page that contains that particular newspaper's 
editorials. It is a forum for views from people, columnists from other papers, readers, and letters 
to the editor, etc. 
 
Question 2. In Publishing, What Does Volume/issue/number Refer To, As In 
Architectural Digest Volume 63/issue 6/number 1? 
 
Answer : 
 
Volume generally refers to the year published, so Column 63 would mean it was the 63rd year a 
magazine was published. Issue 6 would be the sixth of the year, if it was monthly it would be 
June bimonthly, December. 
 
Question 3. What Are Tear Sheets And Clips For Copy Editors? 
 
Answer : 
 
You can make color reductions and I am sure they will be acceptable. Journalism graphics 
majors at our university usually buy large portfolios--at least 12 by 17 to put their design tear 
sheets. Electronic PDF are becoming more and more acceptable. Some of our students here 
have made online digital portfolios and put their resumes and all of their tear sheets (article and 
design) on a website. 
 
Question 4. What Are Reporter Credentials? How Are Credentials Obtained? 
 
Answer : 
 
There is no standard for a reporter's credentials; the only thing I ever had was my employee ID  
card issued at the time I got the job, and that was always fine. There may be something issued 
for entertainment or sports journalism, but I do not know those areas. 
Some venues may require that you send in a request on corporate letterhead (stationery) for a 
special event's credentials, but those standards would vary from event to event. 
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Question 5. What Is The Difference Between A Magazine And Newspapers In Term Of 
The Content Of Each Media? 
 
Answer : 
 
The simple answer is that newspaper contains news articles and magazines contain feature 
articles. However, the U.S. has 18,000 magazines and about 4,000 newspapers. In addition, 
both contain some of both. The main difference is in audience. Newspapers focus on a broad 
audience of all ages in one specific city or location. Magazines go to a national or international 
audience who has an interest in a specific subject, such as gardening, photography, 
Christianity, history, etc. Newspapers are published daily or weekly; magazines are published 
monthly, bi-monthly, or quarterly. However, those are generalizations and this kind of question, 
probably a homework question, escapes simple answers. 
 
Question 6. How Many Photographs Are Published Annually In U.s. Print Media? Is 
There A Declining Or Growing Market For Freelance Photography Or Stock 
Photography? 
 
Answer : 
 
There is no way of knowing and no one tracks this information. There are 18,000 magazines in 
the U.S. published at least quarterly (and most monthly), 1,500 daily newspapers, 3,000 weekly 
newspapers. As far as the second question as to whether there is a growing or declining market 
for freelance photography--please e-mail one of my colleagues--a professor of photojournalism 
at Ball State University. He can probably answer this question for you as he has done a 
considerable amount of freelance photography in his career. 
 
Question 7. When A Person Has Information About A News Story Or Information 
Worthy Of Reporting How Do They Go About It? Do They Set An Appointment With A 
Reporter Or Does The Reporter Seek Them? 
 
Answer : 
 
You can call your local newspaper and tell whoever answers the telephone that you have 
information they might be interested in as news. 
In the newspapers I worked for, your call would likely be transferred to the City Room, and 
would be answered on the City Desk by a clerk. The clerk would ask you questions to determine 
what you had, and what its news value was. Be prepared to answer specific questions about the 
facts of the story. 
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Question 8. When It Comes To Working In Book And Magazine Publishing, Is It Always 
Necessary To Be A Writer First, Then An Editor? 
 
Answer : 
 
No, it is not necessary. There are some different skills required to be a successful editor than to 
be a successful writer. Of course, there is some overlap. However, many people have fine 
editing skills that are not necessary great writers. Most entry-level position at magazines is as 
editorial assistants or assistant editors. Magazines use mostly freelance writers and few of them 
have full-time writers. Editors in chief need good supervisory and management skills as well. 
 
Question 9. What Should An "editors Note" Contain? How Does One Write It? 
 
Answer : 
 
An editor's note is usually found in the first several pages of a magazine, and can contain 
anything from the editor's most recent experiences to his/her opinion on the contents of the 
magazine. Editor's notes can also contain responses to readers' letters, new research on 
whatever the subject of the magazine is, event tips. 
Editor's notes usually reveal the editor's personality, which makes readers come back for more! 
 
Question 10. What Effect Did The Yellow Journalism Used By Hearst And Pulitzer 
Before And During The Spanish American War? 
 
Answer : 
 
Yellow Journalism has always had an effect on the way people view different subjects, and how 
governmental policies are made. 
The more sensational the assertion, or outright lie, the more people seem inclined to believe it. 
Back in the days of Hurst, and Pulitzer, the media was much less accountable for what it 
printed, and there were few laws, or rules of conduct for the media to adhere. 
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